Pitney Bowes uses BCD
Travel’s DecisonSource
reporting to influence
traveler behavior, reduce
costs and improve duty of
care
“This program is all about the traveler. If we
enhance the traveler experience, we are more likely
to get buy in. To achieve this we have to focus on
education, on communication, and use our data to
mine for trends and behaviors that we would like to
change.” – Angela Paulus, Global Travel Manager,
Pitney Bowes

The challenge
Pitney Bowes had validated that their corporate travel policy is best
in class, however many employees weren’t following the policy when
booking trips. Their noncompliance drove up costs and made it
difficult to keep track of travelers’ whereabouts—an important
component of the company’s duty of care to employees.

Our approach
The global technology company turned to DecisionSource®, BCD
Travel’s proprietary data management tool, to better understand and
manage traveler behavior. DecisionSource enabled customized Travel
Report Card reports defined by business unit or line of business.
Travel program leaders saw which departments had the biggest
opportunity for improvement with noncompliant travelers. Then they
reached out to those departmental leaders and began educating
travelers about the travel policy and why compliance matters—both
to their safety and to the company’s bottom line.

The result
The timely reports from DecisionSource enabled quick action.
Pitney Bowes was able to simplify complex and confusing parts
of its travel policy; influence traveler behavior through
education and training; improve duty of care; and help cut $2.7
million from its annual travel spend.

The challenge
Pitney Bowes, a global technology company specializing in ecommerce and shipping solutions, wanted to better understand
the travel booking behaviors of on-the-road employees from
each line of business. The goal was to identify the business
areas with the greatest number of travelers operating outside
of corporate travel policy; provide leaders in those departments
visibility to take ownership of their travelers’ behavior; drive
change through traveler education and training; and, ultimately,
improve duty of care and cut travel costs.

Our approach

Improving duty of care with
DecisionSource Security
Duty of care is a hot topic at Pitney Bowes’
quarterly traveler forums, where
employees learn the importance of having
updated profiles, including emergency and
mobile contact information. Working in
partnership with BCD Travel, Pitney Travel
created a tagline for the forums and
traveler security communications: “If we
can’t find you, we can’t help you.”
Feeding those updated traveler profiles
into BCD’s DecisionSource Security tool
gives Pitney Bowes a powerful solution for
locating, communicating with and
protecting travelers in times of crisis—or
whenever they’re in need on the road. The
functionality of DecisionSource Security
also has improved alignment between the
company’s travel and security
departments—both of which have access
to the tool.

BCD Travel’s global account manager recommended Pitney
Bowes gain insights into traveler behavior by using the Global
Travel Report Card, a proprietary data management tool
available as part of BCD’s data analytics solution,
DecisionSource. The BCD team worked alongside the Pitney
Bowes Travel team to customize the Global Travel Report Card
for each business unit based on the overall company’s goals,
building in data streams that allowed generation of at-a-glance
reports on key areas of traveler behavior. The reports
concentrated on five behavioral areas:






Lowest fare accepted per policy
Advance purchase on domestic routes greater than 14
days
Advance purchase on international routes greater than
14 days
Hotel night to trip night
Preferred hotel usage

By analyzing traveler behavior, the company could see which
lines of business had the greatest problems with travelers
booking outside of policy and bring senior leaders onboard to
help drive change. BCD’s global account manager worked with
the Pitney Bowes travel team to develop targeted traveler
messaging that drove traveler engagement—enhancing the
company’s duty of care efforts and reducing travel spend.
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The results
Within three months of implementing the customized
DecisionSource Global Travel Report Card, Pitney Bowes was
able to significantly influence traveler behavior for the better.
The timely, concise reports became a call to action for business
unit leaders who were now able to take ownership of their
travelers’ noncompliant booking behavior and used education
and training to drive change.
The Global Travel Report Card gave Pitney Bowes actionable
insights that helped the company achieve annual savings,
including:


$275,000 savings on 14-day advance air purchase



$750,000 saved in 2015 by properly managing unused
airline tickets—with the opportunity to drive $1 million
in annual savings

DecisionSource Security helped the company fulfill its duty of
care responsibilities to protect travelers. An effort to educate
employees about travel safety and the importance of updated
profiles gave Pitney Bowes an ideal opportunity to
communicate to travelers that the company is focused on
keeping them safe on the road.

Industry
Technology

Number of employees
15, 000

What’s more, DecisionSource’s easy-to-understand reporting
formats inspired Pitney Bowes to create an accessible, at-aglance overview of the company’s travel policy. The “explainer”
provides employees with a simplified view of the travel, travel
and expense and meetings guidelines they need to follow.
Matching BCD’s reporting tools to Pitney Bowes’ business needs
increased traveler engagement, improved on-the-road safety and
contributed to a significant cut in its annual travel spend.

What does Pitney Bowes Director of Sourcing say?
“Travel is the buzz of the company for days after
delivery of the travel report cards.” –Chris Reinke,
Director, North American Strategic Sourcing
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